VISION DESTINY 2020 12
I am going to review some of the things that were key in 2019
I will share my journals; that will include:
What God said in 2019
What God did in 2019
What does that mean for 2020?
Some of the major themes during 2019
• The restoration of all things
• The oracles of the Father’s heart
• Love’s light
• Happy eschatology
• Joshua generation arising in sonship
• Rest

Son, this is just the beginning so do not hold back; do not let up, and I will open doors that no opposition can
close.
The frequency of love is beginning to resonate amongst My children to bring them into the Perichoresis
within the circle of the dance.
That frequency will restore the very fabric of all space time dimensions as My children mature in their
sonship.
Sons are beginning to arise and shine, radiating the frequency of love's power to restore all things.
The deconstruction that is taking place within those who are still constrained within the old systems of
religion may be seen as something bad; but it is Me at work removing the scales of darkness and deception
from their eyes.
I have been calling My children out of the wilderness of religion which is so evident within the institutions
created by men
Son, this process will only continue to gather pace in the face of opposition
Those who are leaving the so-called ‘Christian faith’ are not leaving Me but are being positioned to discover
who we really are.
Relational love will overcome and expose all man-made religion, all of which has formed from the knowledge
found from following the DIY tree path.
Nothing formed from the knowledge of that path can be restored, as it was never Our original intention; but
all who have walked the path of independence will be restored, and they will find their places within the tree
of life.
Son, do not waste your time or energy trying to restore mankind’s counterfeit mountains but focus on the
sons of God arising to establish the mountain of the house of the Lord as the chief of all earthly mountain
government.
Father, I need your wisdom.
Son, the 7 spirits of God will help affirm position, mandate, identity, responsibility and function
Seek them out and follow their wise guidance as they are assigned to help sons arise
Son, you will need to help at Freedom over the next months before the new foundations are ready to be
laid.
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Before the vision can be clarified, the values of righteousness will have to be re-established.
Covenant love, expressed in the commitment to personal openness, honesty and transparency
Freedom cannot be found in fear or deception.
Fear of exposure will always keep things hidden in the darkness.
I will add, when the time is right for fresh input, to form a new foundation on the re-envisioned blueprint. Isa
61 is still the DNA that will inform vision.
Restoration of identity, rest, love, joy and peace will empower My children to become mature
Wholeness: through healing brokenness and fragmentation by ministering RTE, court busting sessions, and
through relational fellowship.
The mountains of authority of the blueprint are all related to Isa 61 and need to be seen in that light.
Son, learn to rest without guilt which is an old covenant mind-set.
Any guilt, shame and condemnation is an illusion formed by the religious mind-set.
Physical inactivity is not spiritual inactivity
You have been administrating as a son, without needing conscious knowledge, whilst you have been
mentally and physically at rest.
This is the state of rest that I desire all My children to live in on earth as it is in heaven
You must learn to discern the difference between conviction, guidance and direction and being driven by
guilt and fear, induced by the religious mindsets of the old.
Rest will never come from being driven to perform; as it comes from being, not doing
My peace is in you and My joy is in you; so learn to be at rest in My love and you will not be open to the
control of the religious belief systems and strongholds that operate through fear.
Son, I desire that you focus on the Engaging God Programme: create the new groups and get ready for the
new year where a shift will take place in you as much as around you.
Take November and December off from EG mentoring and be fresh for the new year ahead.
Plan your year for 2020 around the RoAT agenda and do not be intimidated or fearful: I am preparing the
way ahead for those who are operating in love.
If you focus on experiencing My love, I will cast out all fear-based religious constructs, beliefs and mindsets.
Communicate well and prepare well; and let Me shift things for you.
Be ready, and do not hold back when you see the new opportunities revealed; and the shift I promised will
be unveiled.
Engage the Joshua Generation and call for participation beyond the veil by revealing love as the true nature
and character of who I am is.
Administrate Our precepts to begin the process of aligning the circle of the deep for India as the gateway to
Asia.
Son, there is more to the Engaging God Programme than you are presently seeing as modules.
You need to explore sacred geometry and sonship, energy healing and sonship, dimensional government,
restoring the angelic realm
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There will be more than you can imagine or think to explore and teach in the next few years before you can
focus on travelling and consultancy.
Son, the majority of My children are still trapped in the wilderness under the mediatorial coverings of men
ruled by the Moses generation.
The sound of heaven's call to cross over beyond the veil into sonship needs to go forth with vigour and
enthusiasm.
The Joshua Generation must increase in both number and in maturity to establish new order Ekklesia and
Embassies of heaven on the earth.
There is much to do and there needs to be written material to go along with the Engaging God Programme.
Booklets can be made to cover the Joshua generation, Restoration of all things, the hell delusion and the
order of Melchizedek.
Books can be written to cover transitioning from old to new covenant
Use these teaching series as the foundations and I will give you the revelation needed to complete the
process of how to practically establish on earth as it is in heaven.
Son, the four streams of truth relating to the restoration of all things will need to be expanded upon and
unified into what will become the foundational governmental understanding for restoration.
Realised Eschatology, Christian Universalism, Heavenly Governmental Sonship and Energy frequency healing
are the four legs to the chair but if you take one away, the chair cannot function.
These 4 streams are flowing from different directions towards the same unified goal
I call you to legislate for this to continue and for the forerunners in each stream to begin to resonate
together.
Dragon taming or restoring fallen ones is a very controversial topic which is causing much division
Is there any evidence beyond the anecdotal that this is possible?
In the Bible, other inspired texts or in Early church fathers’ writings?
Rom 8:21 that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the
glory of the children of God.
Phil 2:10 so that at the name of Jesus every knee will bow, of those who are in heaven and on earth and
under the earth…
Rev 5:13 And every created thing which is in heaven and on the earth and under the earth and on the sea,
and all things in them, I heard saying, “To Him who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb, be blessing and
honour and glory and dominion forever and ever.”
Some quotes
One testimony of hope, in favour of the restoration of fallen angels, can be pieced together from the book of
Job.
Job’s torment, though instigated by “the Satan”, is permitted by YHWH for a particular reason
The reason is stated by YHWH in the prologue of the story: so that “the Satan” may regard Job (a verb that is
connected to learning.)
Job and his friends state their opinions but God often challenged their views to reveal heavenly truth rather
than earthly reasoning
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Job and his friends are quite sure that Leviathan, one of the primordial rebel dragons, subdued by God and
imprisoned in the sea, has no hope of being anything other than a loser rebel.
God shows up to contend with Job. God points out that He has intentions not only to subdue Leviathan and
Behemoth (another cosmic-dragon entity), but to tame them, bringing them back into the fold (so to speak),
and even making covenant with them.
The early church fathers wrote various books to answer the questions of believers who did not all have an
understanding of the old covenant types and shadows of the Hebrew culture
They had a wide variety of views, not always in agreement
Gregory of Nyssa (a respected figure in the history of the Church, being named a “doctor of the Church”,
“The flower of Orthodoxy” and “father of fathers” by ecumenical council) certainly agreed with restoration.
Here is a quote:
We certainly believe, both because of the prevailing opinion, and still more of Scripture teaching, that there
exists another world of beings besides, divested of such bodies as ours are, who are opposed to that which is
good and are capable of hurting the lives of men, having by an act of will lapsed from the nobler view, and
by this revolt from goodness personified in themselves the contrary principle; and this world is what, some
say, the Apostle adds to the number of the “things under the earth”, signifying in that passage that when evil
shall have been some day annihilated in the long revolutions of the ages, nothing shall be left outside the
world of goodness, but that even from those evil spirits shall rise in harmony the confession of Christ’s
Lordship.
(On the Soul and the Resurrection)
He (Christ) accomplished all the results before mentioned, freeing both man from evil, and healing even the
introducer of evil himself. For the chastisement, however painful, of moral disease is a healing of its
weakness.
No church creed until around at least about 500 A.D. condemned either the belief in eventual universalism
or the ultimate salvation of all fallen angelic beings.
The hell and ultimate destruction doctrines were introduced to control people for the state
Origen, Gregory Nyssa, Jerome, St Isaac the Syrian and other church fathers were among those who
proclaimed the final universal reconciliation of all created beings in their teachings.
Clement of Alexandria, St. Gregory of Nazianzus, Jerome, Diodorus of Tarsus, Theodore of Mopsuestia and
the Ambrosiaster writing are included, with qualifications, by the Catholic Encyclopedia article on
Apokatastasis or the restoration of all things
The Catholic Encyclopedia article states that the doctrine of apokatastasis was not formally condemned until
543 AD.
The doctrine was thenceforth looked on as heterodox by the Church.
Thereafter followed the dark ages of the next 1000-1400 years, including Inquisitions, Crusades, burning of
opposition and their writings, denial of freedoms such as freedom of religion and freedom of speech.
Do we really want to follow the “Christian traditions” that deny restoration and that bore that fruit?
Apokatastasis: “A name given in the history of theology to the doctrine which teaches that a time will come
when all free creatures will share in the grace of salvation; in a special way, the devils and lost souls.”
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“Origen, and Eriugena with him, underline that God will be not only in few or in many, but in all, absolutely,
once both evil and death have vanished altogether… But the devil is not destroyed in his substance, which is
good in that it is a creature of God, but rather his perverse will shall be abolished…” [Ramelli, p.792,7]
“Salvation surely is universal, and coincides with the universal restoration, so that it is safe to assume that
for Eriugena apokatastasis will in fact be tantamount to universal salvation.” [Ramelli, p.808]
“God being the absolute Good, when God is ‘all in all’ evil has vanished altogether. For Gregory of Nyssa the
eventual apokatastasis will be, not only the restoration of all creatures to God, who is their Father but also
and especially the Godhead’s own glorious and definitive act of re-appropriation of what belongs to it, that
is, all of its creatures, which were alienated by evil.
When they all, after purification and instruction, finally reject evil, then evil – which is no being, but the
result of a wrong choice – will utterly disappear.
This is a point on which Origen, Eusebius, Gregory of Nyssa, Evagrius, Ps. Dionysius, Maximus the Confessor
and other Fathers insist.
Gregory depicts with special effect the final triumphal march of the Good (that is, God), which conquers all
evil, from the slightest to the worst, ending up with the conquest of the devil himself.
Destruction of evil coincides with the transformation of all sinners and their return to the Good/God.”
[Ramelli, p.824]
Clement of Alexandria (150-215) “‘And not only for our sins’, – that is for those of the faithful, – is the Lord
the propitiator, does he say, ‘but also for the whole world.’ so ‘that every knee should bow to Him, of things
in heaven, and things on earth, and things under the earth’; that is, angels, men, and souls that before His
advent have departed from this temporal life.” (Fragments, 1:3, c. 2, v. 2)
“In the end or consummation of things, all shall be restored to their original state, and be again united in one
body. We cannot be ignorant that Christ’s blood benefited the angels and those who are in hell; though we
know not the manner in which it produced such effects. The apostate angels shall become such as they were
created; and man, who has been cast out of paradise, shall be restored thither again. And this shall be
accomplished in such a way, that all shall be united together by mutual charity, so that the members will
delight in each other, and rejoice in each other’s promotion. The apostate angels, and the prince of this
world, though now ungovernable, plunging themselves into the depths of sin, shall, in the end, embrace the
happy dominion of Christ and His saints.” – Commentary on the New Testament – Jerome (347-420 A.D.)
Son, rest in Me; as I am your provider and the wealth of the nations is coming to you. Don't you see, even
the systems of the world are giving to you?
I can do abundantly more than you can ask or think, so never be afraid of not enough and always think of
more than enough.
The present so-called orthodox position created by evangelicalism is a modern position which was not
adopted by many early church fathers
Their orthodoxy is now called heretical
Which more aligns to God as love?
Son, the challenge for most people is the limitlessness of everything connected to Me; so they have put
restrictions on Me.
I am that I am is limitless and cannot be restricted by the mere thoughts and ideas of man's theology and
doctrine.
My love is limitless and cannot be diminished: neither can My grace or mercy, as this is who I am.
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These precepts cannot be defined by those who are not joined to Me and therefore only experience the
merest fraction of the abundance of who I am.
Son, I am is always going to be beyond beyond even your wildest imagination.
Grace is not hyper but ultra.
Love is not just unconditional but guaranteed and eternal.
Mercy does not just triumph over judgment: it is judgment; and therefore everyone has always been
innocent and justified.
Son, this has never ever been in doubt, as it was established and accomplished in Me even before the
foundation of creation.
The restoration of all things is the nature of who I am, not something that I do.
All theological systems of belief are by definition going to be limited by the smallness of man's thinking,
aligned to the DIY tree path that causes such illusions as separation and punishment.
I am that I am as creator cannot be defined by the created creatures and will always be beyond beyond
beyond their inability to grasp.
The created have created a god of their own understanding who is a figment of their imagination
Son, you are beginning to sense it and feel it but the truth cannot be defined by man's limitations and
boundaries and futile attempts to systematically understand Me by leaning to their own understanding.
Son, rest in Me and allow Me to take you beyond again and again, in endless and limitless discoveries of
truth; defined by love, expressed in joy, and fulfilled in peace.
I am going to take you on the wildest of extreme journeys to discover who I am really is.
The 5 oracles of My heart that you have begun to experience are just the first baby steps on this adventure
that will explore deeper places within I am.
I am manifold, multi-everything; with no boundaries in dimensional time or space. I am that I am, and all that
exists is but the smallest string and fractal within Me.
I am is at rest within all things; and all things will come to be at rest within I am.
That is the inevitable conclusion of I am that I am.
All things live, move and exist within I am; and therefore all things will be restored to the limitlessness of My
loving desire.
The more extremes you experience, the more you will begin to understand about limitless, abundant,
effulgent and overflowing love, expressed in ultra grace and mercy.
The illusions and delusions of the DIY religious systems are but the feeblest attempts of the finite mind to
understand the infinite, and are going to be annihilated by love's agenda of face to face restored innocence.
Son, come under the waterfall where deep can call to deep once again; and do not leave this place of
expansion and increase.
Will you let Me continuously expand your consciousness beyond childishness?
Yes, Father, I choose to embrace limitlessness, no matter what the cost.
Come to the place in front of the cave of vision quests and just be.
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Son, deconstruction of the Church is vital if My children are going to establish true new order Ekklesia on
earth as it is in heaven
The pillars that hold up the construct of what church is and what church does and how church gathers must
be destroyed so that a true representation of heavenly relational storehouses can become embassies of
heaven on the earth.
Ask why, what, how, when, where, who for the Ekklesia; and outwork the mandate through a fresh
expression of the blueprint.
Why? what is the clear reason, the primary reason and the secondary reasons for being?
What are the mandated purposes, the primary purposes and secondary purposes for existing?
How are those reasons and purposes going to be fulfilled and outworked?
When are you going to be and do the why, what and how?
Where are you going to be and do the why, what and how?
Who are you going to involve in the why, what and how?
Why - clarify e.g. God gave us a mandate,
God has chosen the Ekklesia as His expression of heaven on earth
God so loved the world that He sent Jesus and Jesus sent His disciples,
There is darkness that needs love's light
There are people living without God, not knowing His love
There are people living in the bondage of lost identity
Creation is in bondage to corruption
Creation is waiting for the revealing of the sons of God.
What is the identity of this group of people who are the living stones that will outwork this blueprint?
What is their DNA?
What sort of Ekklesia is this group of people: ministry, business, healing hospital, health centre, encounter
centre?
An embassy, arc, refuge, equipping centre, school, creative arts centre, freedom centre?
Discipleship centre, fellowship centre, distribution centre, community centre, recreation centre?
Mystic centre, legislative centre, legal and judicial centre?
What is God going to build them into as living stones?
How are this group of people going to outwork who they are?
How are they going to fulfil their mandate?
Static or mobile, single or multiple ways?
How are they going to do what their mandate is?
What are they going to practically do?
How are they going to gather to do it?
How are they going to establish it in heaven first?
How are they going to be what they are called to be?
Is it fixed or flexible?
When are they going to do the various aspects of what and how?
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Is this a time-limited mandate for a specific time period or until a specific purpose has been accomplished?
Is it an open-ended mandate?
How often? Daily, weekly, monthly?
Is it fixed or flexible?
Where is it going to be done?
What is the jurisdiction?
Specific area e.g. town, city, region, world?
Specific fixed location within the area of jurisdiction e.g. a building, house?
Is it fixed or flexible?
Who is this primarily for?
Who will be positively affected by who you are and what you do?
Do you exist for your members or your beneficiaries or both?
Are you going to have an effect on specific people groups within the community or everyone?
Local or wider beneficiaries?
Relational and governmental foundations are the key to establishing a heavenly blueprint on earth,
whatever that blueprint reveals about the mandate given.
Personal mandates and blueprints for our lives, for which we are the bench of the body, soul and spirit in
unison and cooperation of integrated oneness.
The foundation on which our lives are built is rest; living in love, joy and peace.
From rest we can outwork our destiny one day at a time; but we may also be called to establish a personal
mountain sphere of authority and influence.
We may have a mountain of ministry, business, Ekklesia function, that we have a mandate to establish on
earth.
The same basic principles of development apply to personal as well as corporate: why, what, how, when,
where, and who.
We may be in relationship with others who can help us with wisdom and insight; but our main source should
be heavenly: from God, Wisdom, angelic, 7 spirits, cloud of witnesses etc.
We can engage Wisdom's pillars individually and corporately to develop a mandate concept into fruition.
In a corporate situation the rest in relational government is vital to establish before anything can be laid
foundationally.
The footings of relationship must be deep so that the foundations can be secure and solid; the relational
government establishes the blueprint DNA with which the building will be fitted together.
Personnel may change but the DNA remains within the foundation and the living stones.
Son, a new foundation must be laid in Freedom that will enable the flexibility necessary for future growth
both in equipping the Joshua Generation and reaching a harvest.
The DNA of the FAM mountain mandate (to gather, connect, equip and release) is relevant to the whole, as
this becomes the overall governmental foundation.
This encompasses the Freedom mandate near and far and can give the stability needed to move forward
together.
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The local Ekklesia can still be used as an example of process for new order Ekklesia around the world, called
by the blue light to gather and connect and then equip and release.
Use your experiences to help others on their journey in an open and honest way.
Son, work through this process in the module to help facilitate individual as well as corporate outworking.
Why Ekklesia and Embassy? This question can be applied to any mandate.
What is an Ekklesia?
How do you establish an Ekklesia and how do you function as an Ekklesia?
Being and doing
Where is the Ekklesia based, and what is its jurisdiction?
When do you outwork the stages of growth? Concurrently or consecutively?
Mandate and blueprint development, relational footings, relational governmental foundations, living stones
relating and fitting together, mountain development, mountains ministry, exchange focus.
Who will be involved during the different stages? Belonging, communication, participation beneficiaries.
These are guidelines, not rules. Everyone and every group is different, but God remains the constant within
the flexibility.
Ensure heavenly consultation and establishing is always done first before earthly seasons begin.
Son, remember and emphasise that it is the journey of adventure and discovery, not a destination, that is
important.
That journey is not a race to be won but an experience to be worked out.
Live loved
Love living
Live loving
Rest
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